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Strong-coupling regime for quantum boxes in pillar microcavities: Theory
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A study of quantum box transitions coupled to three-dimensionally confined photonic modes in pillar
microcavities is presented, focusing on the conditions for achieving a vacuum-field Rabi splitting. For a single
InAs quantum box the oscillator strength is a factor of ten too small for being in strong coupling. A calculation
of exciton states localized to monolayer fluctuations in quantum wells leads to much larger values of the
oscillator strengths. Single localized excitons embedded in state-of-the-art micropillars can be in strong-
coupling regime with a vacuum-field Rabi splitting.@S0163-1829~99!00143-5#
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One of the major trends of current semiconductor resea
is towards achieving a low dimensionality of electronic a
photonic states. Electrons and holes are localized by a sp
variation of the band edge in quantum wells~QW’s!, wires,
and dots; photons are instead confined by a modulation
the refractive index, e.g., in planar microcavities, photo
wires, micropillars, and microdisks.1–3

A quantum box~QB! in a three-dimensional~3D! micro-
cavity represents the ‘‘ultimate’’ system, where both ele
trons and photons are confined in all dimensions. Suc
system can exhibit peculiar effects characteristic of a tw
level atom in interaction with an optical cavity: strong e
hancement or inhibition of the spontaneous emission rat
the weak-coupling regime, vacuum-field Rabi splitting a
the formation of dressed states in the strong-coupling regi
pure quantum effects like photon squeezing and antibun
ing. A reduction by a factor of five of the radiative lifetim
of QB transitions in pillar microcavities has been recen
demonstrated.4 The rapid progress of epitaxial growth an
nanolithography techniques, together with the developm
of near-field optical spectroscopy, makes the strong-coup
regime of QB’s in 3D microcavities a realistic goal of r
search.

The present work gives a theoretical description of
crossover from weak- to strong-coupling regimes for
confined electronic states in pillar microcavities@or micropil-
lars ~MP’s!# and provides an estimation of the vacuum-fie
Rabi splitting that can be attained. After a short presenta
of the theory, two cases are considered for the material
citation: self-assembled InAs QB’s or excitons bound
monolayer fluctuations in QW’s.

We consider a single QB in a 3D microcavity. The QB
modeled by a two-level system with a transition frequen
v0 and an isotropic dipole. The interaction Hamiltonian
H I52d•E, whered (E) is the dipole~electric-field! opera-
tor. The quantized electric field is expressed in terms of
cavity modes as5

E~r !5 i(
m

S \vm

2e re0
D 1/2

@ âmam~r !2âm
† am* ~r !#, ~1!
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where âm
† ,âm are creation and destruction operators for

cavity modem with frequencyvm , am(r ) is the normalized
mode function, ande r (e0) is the relative~vacuum! permit-
tivity ~Gaussian units: 4pe0→1). Each cavity mode is char
acterized by a quality factorQm and a linewidth@full width
at half maximum~FWHM!# gc,m5vm /Qm .

The spontaneous emission~SE! rate of the QB at position
r1 coupled to a single-cavity modem is calculated in pertur-
bation theory as

gSE5
8pQm

\

ud•am~r1!u2

4pe re0

~gc,m/2!2

~v02vm!21~gc,m/2!2
. ~2!

Under resonance conditions, and if the transition dipole
the same polarization as the cavity mode,

gSE5
8pQm

\

d2

4pe re0
uam~r1!u25Fmg0 , ~3!

where

g05
4

3

nr

4pe0

d2v3

\c3
~4!

is the free decay rate in the medium (nr5Ae r), and

Fm5
3

4p2 S l

nr
D 3

Qmuam~r1!u2 ~5!

is the enhancement/dehancement~or Purcell! factor which
depends only on cavity properties.6 If the emitter is placed at
a maximum of the electric field, as we assume in the follo
ing, the Purcell factor can also be expressed in terms of
effective mode volumeṼ defined as

1

Ṽ
5uam~r1!umax

2 . ~6!

The coupling constant of the QB-cavity interaction
\g5u^d•E&u and can be expressed in terms of the oscilla
strength~OS! f 52mv0d2/(e2\) as
13 276 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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g5S 1

4pe re0

pe2f

mṼ
D 1/2

~7!

(m is the free-electron mass!. This expression is similar to
exciton-photon coupling for bulk exciton polaritons,7 f /Ṽ be-
ing an OS per unit volume.

The nonperturbative dynamics of the QB transiti
coupled to a cavity mode can be described by quant
mechanical theory. The relevant Hamiltonian is

H5\v0ŝ31\vm~ âm
† âm1 1

2 !1 i\g~ ŝ2âm
† 2ŝ1âm!,

~8!

where ŝ1 , ŝ2 , ŝ3 are pseudospin operators for the tw
level system with ground~excited! state ug& (ue&). The
spectrum of this Hamiltonian consists of a ground st
ug,0&, and of a ladder of doubletsue,n&,ug,n11&, n
50,1, . . . ,which in the resonance casev05vm give rise to
dressed states split by 2\gAn11. However, the finite line-
widths of the QB transition (ga) and of the cavity mode
(gc,m) are awkward to incorporate in a Hamiltonian trea
ment. An appropriate procedure is to describe the linewid
as arising from coupling to reservoirs, and to work with
master equation for the density matrixr̂ of the QB-cavity
system:

dr̂

dt
5

1

i\
@H,r̂ #1

ga

2
@2ŝ2r̂ŝ12ŝ1ŝ2r̂2 r̂ŝ1ŝ2#

1
gc,m

2
@2âmr̂âm

† 2âm
† âmr̂2 r̂âm

† âm#. ~9!

The luminescence spectrum for this model system can
calculated analytically in the limit of weak excitation, b
keeping only the three lowest statesug,0&, ue,0&, ug,1&.8 The
SE spectrum for the resonant case is

S~v!}UV12v01 i
gc,m

2

v2V1
2

V22v01 i
gc,m

2

v2V2

U2

, ~10!

where9

V65v02
i

4
~ga1gc,m!6Ag22S ga2gc,m

4 D 2

. ~11!

Thus forg.uga2gc,mu/4 the SE spectrum consists of a do
blet of lines split by 2\Ag22(ga2gc,m)2/16 with the aver-
age linewidth~FWHM! (ga1gc,m)/2; this corresponds to th
formation of~slowly decaying! dressed states, or to real-tim
oscillations of the energy between the QB state and the fi
mode. The splitting between the dressed states is an intr
property of the coupling between the QB transition and
vacuum-field cavity mode, thus it will manifest itself as
doublet splitting in any other optical property, e.g., in refle
tivity. The splitting is field-independent as long as the nu
ber n of photons in the mode is much less than 1.

The above expressions forV6 arise when solving the
equations of motion for the coherences:V6 are eigenvalues
for the operator evolution. The physics of the Jayne
Cummings model~8! is very different from that of two
-

e

s

e

ld
sic
e

-
-

coupled harmonic oscillators, due to the fermionic nature
the QB transition. This is at variance with the case of Q
excitons in planar microcavities, where the nonperturbat
coupling between the exciton and the cavity mode is w
described by a two-oscillator model.10 The point is that the
exciton represents a collection of excited unit cells, and
haves as a boson for weak excitation, while a single
transition is always a ‘‘fermion’’ and gives a Rabi splittin
which increases asAn11.

Let us consider the weak-coupling regimeg!ugc,m
2gau/4. We assumegc,m@ga, as is usually verified for
QB’s. The eigenvaluesV6 then become

Vc5v02 i
gc,m

2
, ~12!

Va5v02 i S ga

2
1

2g2

gc,m
D . ~13!

The upper~lower! solution describes the cavity mode~modi-
fied QB transition!. The rate of SE in the cavity mode i
gSE54g2/gc,m , which coincides with Eq.~3!. These formu-
las are valid under the conditiongSE!g, thus the perturba-
tive regime is characterized by

gSE!g!gc,m . ~14!

In other words, the SE ratein the cavity modehas to be much
smaller than the cavity mode width.

We now consider the situation investigated in Ref.
namely a QB in a cylindrical microcavity. Each MP is ob
tained by etching an epitaxially grown planar microcav
sample with GaAs/AlAs Bragg reflectors. The vertic
Fabry-Perot cavity is a GaAsl cavity designed to work a
0.96 mm. For pillar radii larger than about 0.5mm, vertical
confinement of the photon modes dominates over latera
electric confinement, which induces a shift smaller th
about 0.02 eV for the lowest HE11 mode. Thus we can mak
an ‘‘adiabatic’’ approximation and assume that vertical~z!
and lateral (xy) degrees of freedom are effectively deco
pled. This means that thez dependence of the electric field
given by the usual transfer-matrix approach for a planar
crocavity, while the in-plane dependence is that of a cyl
drical dielectric waveguide with an effective index o
refraction.11

With this decoupling approximation the effective volum
is expressed asṼ5ÃL̃, whereÃ is the effective area andL̃
is the effective length of the vertical cavity. The latter
close to (Lc1LDBR)/2, whereLc is the cavity length and
LDBR is the penetration depth in the dielectric mirrors10

since usuallyLDBR.3Lc , the effective lengthL̃.2Lc . The
effective areaÃ of the lowest mode has been calculated a
function of pillar radiusa. The ratioÃ/(pa2) is between 1/3
and 1/4, and increases with decreasing radius. Reducing
pillar radius obviously reduces the mode volumeṼ, but also
decreases the quality factorQm due to scattering at the
etched sidewalls. The ‘‘optimal’’ condition is found for
radiusa50.5 mm, for whichQm;2000 andgc,m.0.6 meV
~Ref. 4!: at this radius, the effective volume at a field anti
ode isṼ50.13 (mm)3.
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The crossover from weak to strong coupling fora
50.5 mm is illustrated in Fig. 1, which shows the real an
imaginary parts of the energy shifts which enter the SE sp
trum ~10!. For small OS~weak-coupling regime! the real
parts coincide but the imaginary parts differ: the upp
~lower! branch represents the cavity mode~modified QB
transition!. In this perturbative regime the lower branch
the imaginary part coincides withgSE and satisfies the in
equality ~14!. For large OS ~strong-coupling regime! a
vacuum-field Rabi splitting arises. The crossover occurs
f ;100.

We now estimate the oscillator strength for the low
transition in InAs QB’s. For a small QB with infinite barrie
heights, the OS tends to the valuef 05(4/3)(Ep /Eg) for bulk
interband transitions. Using a Kane energyEp518 eV and a
transition energyEg51.3 eV we getf 0.18.5. In real QB’s
this value is reduced by the anisotropic shape, leading to
removal of heavy-light hole degeneracy, and by an electr
hole overlap integral smaller than unity. Indeed, the OS m
sured from the integrated absorption in a sample contain
InAs QB’s ~Ref. 12! is f 510.7. This value is also in agree
ment with the lifetimet51.3 ns measured in Ref. 4, whic
@assuming a radiative origin and using Eq.~4!# leads to f
.9.

We conclude from these estimates thata single InAs QB
in state-of-the-art micropillars is in the weak-coupling r
gime. For f ;10 anda50.5 mm the QB-cavity coupling is
\g50.047 meV, compared to\gc,m/4.0.15 meV; the OS
should be larger by a factor of ten in order to reach
crossover to the strong-coupling regime. Although theQ fac-
tor is higher for microdisk cavities with similar mod
volumes,13 it is still not sufficient to reach the strong
coupling regime with single InAs QB’s.

In principle the vacuum-field Rabi coupling could be i
creased by exploiting the fact that the cavity mode intera
with all QB’s, thus the effective coupling should b
multiplied5 by a factorANQB. Since the QB’s are at a max
mum of the vertical profile of the field, but lie in a sheet wi
the same cross-sectional area of the MP, the coupling m

FIG. 1. ~a! Real and~b! imaginary parts of the energy shift@Eq.
~11!# for the coupling between the lowest HE11 MP mode and the
QB transition, as a function of the oscillator strength, for a pil
radiusa50.5 mm with Qm52000.
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be averaged over the transversal mode profile: as a resu
effective areaÃ must be replaced by the physical areaA. The
coupling to all QB’s becomes

gN5S 2p

e r

1

4pe0

e2NQBf

mA~Lc1LDBR! D
1/2

. ~15!

This is similar to the formula for exciton-photon coupling
planar microcavities,10 with NQBf /A being the OS per unit
area (;231012 cm22 in the experiment of Ref. 4, leadin
to gN;1 meV!. However, the coupling should now be com
pared with thetotal linewidth of the QB transition, which has
a very large inhomogeneous component (g inh;60 meV! due
to dispersion of sizes. In practice, size dispersion preve
achieving vacuum-field Rabi splitting with a collection o
QB’s.

We now explore another possibility for obtaining 3D co
fined electronic transitions with a large OS, namely excito
bound to interface defects in narrow quantum wells. Inve
gations of GaAs/AlAs QW’s produced with growth interrup
tion at the interfaces have shown the formation of large
terface islands, corresponding to one-monolayer~ML !
fluctuations of the well thickness. Excitons become localiz
to these defects, as shown by local spectroscopy which
plays a series of very narrow lines in photoluminescenc14

Excitons bound to ML fluctuations have a completely d
cretized energy spectrum and can therefore be describe
the same model as for QB’s.

The physics of excitons localized to interface defects c
be seen by modeling the defect in a QW of widthL1 by a
localized attractive potential in a disk of radiusb, where the
local QW thickness isL25L1 1 one monolayer~see the
inset in Fig. 2!.15 For defect radii larger than a critical valu
~typically 30–50 Å!, the lowest electron and hole subban
become localized by the lateral potential; the effective bar
height for lateral confinement is given byE12E2, where
E1 (E2) is the confinement energy in the QW of widt
L1 (L2).

The behavior of the excitonic wave function can be qua
tatively understood in the limiting cases of a very large
very small defect radius. Forb@aB , whereaB is the exci-
tonic Bohr radius, the carriers are confined within the def

r

FIG. 2. Oscillator strength of the lowest heavy-hole exciton
calized to a monolayer fluctuation in a GaAs/AlAs QW of wid
L1540 Å. Inset: model for the attractive defect.
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and the center of mass~c.m.! of the exciton is quantized in a
2D potential well. Onincreasingthe defect radius, the exci
tonic OSincreasesdue to an increase of the area of the c.
wave function. This behavior is similar to that of excitons
microcrystals.16 For defect radiib!aB , instead, the carrie
wave functions are laterally extended in the QW of widthL1,
and the excitonic c.m. wave function is weakly localized. O
decreasingthe defect radius, the c.m. wave function b
comes less localized and the excitonic OSincreasesagain
with the area occupied by the c.m.. This is analog to excit
weakly bound to shallow impurities,17 and is characteristic o
QW excitons bound to interface defects, since the late
barrier height is small. Thus the OS of localized excito
must have aminimumat defect radiib;aB , and must be
large for very small or very large defects.

We calculate the OS of localized excitons within t
above-described model of a cylindrical defect with stepl
attractive potentials. The excitonic wave function is e
panded in the basis of electron-hole states with different
gular momenta. The resulting OS of the lowest heavy-h
exciton is shown in Fig. 2 for the case of a ML fluctuation
a GaAs/AlAs QW of widthL1540 Å. The basis set is ‘‘un-
biased’’ and no assumption about the separation of c.m.
relative variables is made, thus the calculation is expecte
be valid in the whole range of radii. The behavior of the O
agrees with the expectations, with a minimum aroundb
;100 Å , and a strong increase for small or large radii. T
values for large radii, where the excitonic c.m. is quantiz
are of the order of the OS per unit area for the QW exci
(;831012 cm22) multiplied by the defect area. The O
reported in Fig. 2 imply radiative lifetimes of tens to hu
dredths of picoseconds, as also found with related mode18

We note that even forb5500 Å the separation betwee
ground and excited c.m. levels is larger than a millielect
volts, and is much larger than the lifetime broadenin
e
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thereby allowing to resolve the excitation spectrum ofsingle
localized excitons.14

The results of Fig. 2 show that a localized exciton emb
ded in a 3D microcavity like those of Ref. 4 can be in t
strong-coupling regime for both small or large defect rad
Since large defects have always a bound state, and sinc
interfaces with large defects can to some extent be contro
using growth interruption, exploiting large defects is mo
promising. The separation between ground and excited c
levels should be larger than the cavity mode width, thus
useful defect radius is limited to about 500 Å . Using ML
fluctuations in GaAs/AlAs QW’s requires havin
Al xGa12xAs/AlAs Bragg mirrors in the vertical cavity. An
alternative could be the use of InxGa12xAs/GaAs QW’s, or
of InAs ML’s in GaAs, but this is more uncertain since e
citons localized at interface defects have not yet been
solved for these systems.

The conditions for achieving vacuum-field Rabi splittin
for 3D confined electronic states in 3D microcavities ha
been derived. For a single InAs QB the oscillator strength
f ;10, which is about a factor of ten too small for being
the strong-coupling regime, with the quality factor of exis
ing micropillars. Coupling to all QB’s in the cross-section
area results in a Rabi coupling similar to that for QW ex
tons, but the large inhomogeneous broadening due to
dispersion prevents from being in strong coupling. On
other hand, excitons localized to interface defects in QW
have much larger OS’s, due to the large area occupied by
c.m. wave function for either small or large defects. This
shown by a detailed calculation of the excitonic states, a
makes excitons bound to ML fluctuations a very promisi
system for achieving the strong-coupling regime for a sin
emitter placed in a 3D solid-state microcavity.
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